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Introduction

The telecom industry has been working on digital transformation for many years, 
and most communication service providers (CSPs) are in the middle of multi-
year journey digital transformation projects. The ambition is to create lean, cost-
effective, customer-friendly digital experiences. But while transforming gigantic 
telecom organizations might take years and substantial investment, digital-native 
players are rapidly appearing in telecom markets. 

These companies are ultimately not trying to compete with traditional telecom 
operators; CSPs create many of these brands as part of their multi-brand strategies. 
Digital telecom brands look at truly digital players outside the telecom domain: 
fintechs, utilities, retail, gig economic operators inspire the digital-only or digital-first 
approach for telecom operators to introduce digital brands. 

Typically, digital brands bypass the traditional and legacy telecom systems and 
instead launch new operations that not only communicate and interact differently 
with customers but also tend to be more agile, more profitable, and, above all, 
obsessed with customer friendliness.

However, what does it take to make one such digital brand? What does the future 
look like for the telecom market? 
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Understanding the rise of digital 
telecom brands 

CUSTOMERS ARE IN LOVE 
WITH DIGITAL BRANDS
There is evidence that digital 
brands enjoy a higher net promoter 
score (NPS) than traditional telco 
operators. In turn, digital brands 
look up to genuinely digital players 
from any sector such as retail, 
fintech, and utilities rather than 
focusing on the competition from 
traditional telco players.

THEY DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY
They embrace social media as a 
customer acquisition and customer 
engagement platform; many are 
digital-only or even app-only telecom 
operators. They are highly pragmatic 
and fully aware that telecoms is, for 
their customers, another utility that 
needs no complications. 

SPEED IS EVERYTHING
Digital brands have understood that 
the biggest weakness of traditional 
telcos is speed, and they use this to 
their advantage. Introducing simple 
changes to the websites, introducing 
new pricing plans, or communicating 
to customers can be done at a 
fraction of the time and cost that is 
typically required by traditional telcos. 

DIGITAL BRANDS ARE SMALL 
AND NIMBLE OPERATORS
They have fewer resources and 
budgets but embrace simplicity by 
design, are obsessed with customer 
trust, and laser-focused on customer 
journeys. They always offer more 
value for money when compared to 
traditional telcos. 

THEY ARE DIGITAL INSIDE
Behaving digitally means creating 
end-to-end journeys that need not 
fall back into traditional channels, 
processes, or systems. Digital 
brands are usually free from that 
legacy IT infrastructure that makes 
traditional telcos’ operations 
cumbersome and slower. 

THERE WILL BE MORE
Digital brands are proliferating; even 
in ultra-saturated markets where 
traditional telco brands stagnate 
or decline, digital brands are 
overgrowing. They offer a glimpse 
into what the future of telecoms 
will look like for those large telcos 
that are embarking on multi-year 
transformation projects.
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Customers are in love with digital brands  

Consumers like digital brands more than traditional ones. The NPS of digital brands is considerably higher than 
that of main brands and often scores twice as high – if not more – than the mobile industry average. Having 
outperformed traditional telecom players, digital brands now compare themselves to other experience-based 
subscription services of digital-native players, such as Netflix and Uber. A digital brand’s USP is its seamless 
digital experience. Unlike incumbents, digital brands only have one primary touchpoint to consumers – digital 
– which is why they focus on delivering an experience that is superior to anything currently on the market. 
Creating a new level of customization and an experience that is uncompromised by legacy is slow and difficult 
for sizeable traditional telecom players. Breaking from the conventional mold to build out a superior solution 
from scratch using digital brands will be much faster and cheaper. Many consumers feel misunderstood by 
traditional telecom players. These consumers are not looking for a full-service proposition but a straightforward 
mobile experience that they can control. Digital brands tap into this market opportunity with flexible and 
customizable offers, making mobile one less thing consumers have to worry about. 

Such an approach makes digital brands authentic and likable. Those digital brands that have truly understood 
their segment have created such strong brand sentiments that customers now act as brand ambassadors and 
mini-influencers. In community-based forums or social media, these customers help other customers solve 
issues while promoting the digital brand services – a cost-efficient means for driving referral sales and brand 
awareness through word of mouth.
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NPS of O2, Giffgaff, and UK mobile average

SOURCE: OMDIA, OFCOM CUSTOMER SATISFACTION TRACKER 2020
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Fast. Simple. Transparent. Youthful.
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Straightforward, no catches, informal, 
and unassuming, Digital brands are 
appealing to customers that are almost 
intimidated by incumbent operators’ 
seriousness by communicating and 
acting in a more straightforward and 
intuitive manner.

A digital brand’s appearance is 
particularly appealing to those 
customers that are not too bothered 
about telecoms, because, in their eyes, 
telecoms represents yet another bill to 
pay and yet another utility to manage. 

A digital brand’s goal is to make telecoms 
as painless as possible, and when they 
get it right, they enjoy customers who 
are happier and become authentic 
advocates and promoters. 
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“Primarily, the fundamental 
difference between us and 

a large telco is that we are a 
small business – a startup that 

is becoming a scale-up. Speed is 
everything, digital presence is our 

heartbeat, and we get the end-to-end 
picture in a more seamless way.” 

Sayed Hajamaideen
Head of Marketing and Proposition, 

Smarty Mobile 



But what does it take to be a digital brand? 
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PRICING INNOVATION
£15 for 15GB, including 
unlimited data on social media 
and video platforms and 5G. £35 
for unlimited data and 5G.
Main brand: Vodafone UK

SERVICE PROVISIONING AND 
ONBOARDING 
Operates exclusively through an app 
and eSIM: no paperwork, postal 
delivery, or contact with customer 
service.
Main brand: Sunrise UPC Switzerland

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
A large member community that 
creates a wiki-style knowledge 
base and solves queries.
Main brand: O2 UK

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER
AI-powered remote identity 
verification of facial biometrics 
and documents.
Main brands: StarHub Singapore 
and O2 Slovakia

PERSONALIZATION
Youth brand that operates a 

millennial-to-millennial salesforce.
Main brand: Movistar Argentina

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING
Strong social media player that 
developed customized GOMO 

GIFs for Instagram stories.
Main brand: SingTel Singapore

REFERRAL AND UPSELL
Refer a friend scheme that 

rewards with free data.
Main brands: 3 UK and 

Beeline Kazakhstan

REFERRAL AND UPSELL
Offers standalone and 
mobile-fixed bundles.

Main brand: NOS Portugal

RETENTION
If someone leaves the party, the 
remaining members must find a 

replacement to keep the 
discounted price.

Main brand: Verizon US
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There are many tactical brands but only a 
few are digital 
Mobile operators use secondary brands to explore niche market opportunities 
through a more refined customer segmentation. This enables operators to develop 
tailor-made services for underserved and new target groups. Many of these brands 
are digital brands, but some cater for more “traditional” segments. 

Segmentation goes beyond demographics. With the success of native digital brands 
across industries and accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, consumer confidence 
in digital brands has been amplified. One quarter of sub-brands target digital-savvy 
people, and this audience has become much larger than just the digital-native 
generation of young people. 

Digital brands address preconceptions in the market. While the low-cost segment 
has always been a popular target for telecom operators, many consumers are 
not just looking for the cheapest offer but also for one that responds in a more 
defined way to individual needs and expectations.

Yet, most of the mobile operators’ secondary brands are not digital – or at least 
not digital in modern terms. This is because these brands were introduced almost 
a decade ago only to serve the low-cost segment, often offering a stripped-out 
version of the services provided by the leading brand. As a result, these secondary 
legacy brands arguably need a digital refresh or even an entire overhaul. 
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Sub-brands split by target groups

SOURCE: OMDIA
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Digital inside is as important as being front-end digital 
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Being digital at heart is not regarded as a back-end capability but as an operating 
and business model in which data is at the heart of the business. 

The success of digital brands derives from the fact that these are not only digital-
first when it comes to customer-facing activities but are sometimes digital-only 
when it comes to the organizational setup. Business decisions are not based 

on emotions or intuition, but data empowers all decisions up and down the 
business, and data moves around the organization seamlessly thanks to 
the fact that the repository and the computing power sits in cloud-based 
environments. The most common features of digital brands are as follows: 

Agile 
An inherent level of agility is given by the fact that these digital operators are 
smaller than MNOs and they are not tied into bigger legacy billing systems. They 
can therefore make decisions and react rapidly to commercial opportunities. 

Data driven 
Data science, data engendering, data analytics, data capture, and data analysis are 
far superior with digital brands when compared to those of large incumbent service 
providers. As a result, business decisions are grounded in data. Whenever anything is 
up for debate, decisions are made in a very objective way, with rigorous A/B testing.  

Cost effective 
Digital brands are operated by lean organizations. For instance, some of these 
nimble operators have less than one full-time employee (FTE) per 10,000 
subscribers, which is roughly one third of the number of employees of an 
incumbent MNO – digital brands don’t run the network but act as MVNOs and 
piggyback on the network of the mother company.  

Based on a modern cloud-based infrastructure 
Portals, websites, databases, and case-management systems are integrated 
and live on cloud infrastructure, allowing data to flow across the organization as 
needed. Furthermore, digital brands are often smaller companies and opt to pay 
for what they use in a software-as-a-service (SaaS) model and without the need 
to make large upfront investments. 

End to end 
Digital brands are tirelessly concerned about customer journeys, a continuous 
improvement that is only possible when all processes are aligned end to end, 
starting from customers all the way to back-end systems. 
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“If we were to issue a 
communication to the entire 
customer base it would take us 
two hours, something that in 
the past would have taken one 
day. We are 5 times faster now.”
Richard Fullerton
Head of CRM and Referral Sales, Giffgaff



There is room for more in the market…

Only 13% of mobile operators operate more than one 
brand globally. A multi-brand approach has become 
an industry norm in saturated regions; 67% of North 
American and 45% of Western European CSPs operate 
under more than one brand. However, there are 
still many untapped regions such as Africa. As these 
become more saturated, operators will be forced to 
redefine customer segmentation to remain competitive, 
which will drive sub-brand launches in future years.

While sub-brands are typically launched with mobile 
products only, these often introduce fixed products 
once the brand has gained traction. Moreover, as 
convergence spreads across the main brands, this is 
also mirrored in the sub-brands. In Europe, many sub-
brands already offer quad-play products.

With the shift toward digital brands in the last five 
years, the launch of sub-brands has become faster 
and more accessible, which has driven the number 
of sub-brand launches up to the highest point in the 
last 20 years.
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Number of global service providers with sub-brands, 2020

SOURCE: OMDIA
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…and there will be more 
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Sub-brands are not new. In some markets these have been running for a decade 
or more. What is new is the digital approach of segmentation and the renewed 
commitment by incumbent operators to refining their segmentation capabilities, as 
well as creating pure digital businesses. The success of digital brands is undisputed, 
and these new operating models are now enjoying the full endorsement of the 
highest levels of the organization. 

Most European service providers already operate more than one brand, but the 
possibilities for additional segmentation are still present in the market and large 
telecom groups are planning to refine their segmentation capabilities. For instance, 
Dominique Leroy, CEO of Deutsche Telekom’s Europe division, laid out the consumer 
strategy for 2021–24 by saying growth in the B2C segment will be achieved by 
capturing all the segments of the customer base. Deutsche Telekom is running 
segmentation studies across the entire footprint, with a keen interest in becoming 
more captivating for the young generation by introducing a second brand or reshaping 
existing second brands with the aim to tap into the segment of “smart shoppers.” 

Those service providers that want to launch digital brands are aware that these 
initiatives offer a glimpse into the future of the entire telecom business. Eventually, 
telecoms will be digitized, but agile and standalone digital brands will be there first. 
They will be able to provide the learnings that giant monolithic telecom operators 
(desperately) need. 

Digital brands subscribers, Vodafone 
Group (millions of subscribers)

SOURCE: OMDIA, VODAFONE
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“Now we’re committed 
to second brands… we’ve 
done that very effectively 
in Italy; we repurposed 
ourselves in Spain with 
really good effect and 
results; VOXI in the UK.” 
Nick Read 
CEO, Vodafone Group

SOURCE: VODAFONE, INVESTOR CALL, FY20 RESULTS
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Get ready to launch your digital brand: 
key recommendations 
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Know your segment
It’s all about effective segmentation. 
Contrary to common misconception, 

customers of digital brands are 
not cash-poor teenagers. In most 
cases, digital brand customers are 

simply looking for an uncomplicated 
experience underpinned by 

simplicity and speed. 

Digital-first is not enough 
Digital brands are 

uncompromisingly focused on their 
channel. They cannot afford to fall 
back to legacy processes to fill the 

digital shortcomings. Physical, if 
available, is an option not a remedy.  

Digital everywhere 
Only organizations that are truly 
digital inside can offer superior 

digital experiences to their 
customers. Smooth customer 

experience is inherently linked to 
end-to-end digital capabilities. 

Look beyond telecoms
It’s all about providing a superior 

experience. Successful digital 
brands are ambitious: they don’t 
want to be better than traditional 
telcos, they want to be as good as 
Spotify, Uber, or Amazon, and they 

are inspired by what these tech 
leaders do for customers. 
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About

Amdocs 

Amdocs helps those who build the future to make it amazing. With our market-
leading portfolio of software products and services, we unlock our customers’ 
innovative potential, empowering them to provide next-generation communication 
and media experiences for both the individual end user and enterprise customers. 
Our 27,000 employees around the globe are here to accelerate service providers’ 
migration to the cloud, enable them to differentiate in the 5G era, and digitalize and 
automate their operations. Listed on the NASDAQ Global Select Market, Amdocs 
had revenue of $4.2 billion in fiscal 2020.

To learn more on Amdocs offering for digital brands visit: 
digitalbrands.amdocs.com
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About

Omdia 

Omdia is a global technology research powerhouse, established following the 
merger of the research division of Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading, and 
Tractica) and the acquired IHS Markit technology research portfolio*.

We combine the expertise of more than 400 analysts across the entire technology 
spectrum, covering 150 markets. We publish over 3,000 research reports annually, 
reaching more than 14,000 subscribers, and cover thousands of technology, media, 
and telecommunications companies.

Our exhaustive intelligence and deep technology expertise enable us to uncover 
actionable insights that help our customers connect the dots in today’s constantly 
evolving technology environment and empower them to improve their businesses 
– today and tomorrow.

* The majority of IHS Markit technology research products and solutions were acquired by Informa in August 2019 and are now part of Omdia.
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